where R/R max is the normalized response amplitude, φ 1/2 Nonlinearity Generated within the Transduction Cascade is the half-maximal flash strength, and n, the Hill exponent, expresses the power of the relation between the Nonlinear transfer of signals from rods to rod bipolar cells causes the bipolar current to be relatively insensiresponse amplitude and flash strength φ. A Hill exponent of 1 indicates a linear relation at low flash strengths, tive to small changes in rod voltage, indicating a mechanism that is partially or completely saturated in darkand an exponent Ͼ1 indicates a supralinear relation. The component of the Hill exponent Ͼ1 quantifies the extent of ness-i.e., the gain of the mechanism is low in darkness and increases with increasing rod hyperpolarization. nonlinearity. The Hill exponent for the fit to the stimulusresponse relation in Figure 1B was generated by saturation within the rod bipolar transchange in dark current, 3 pA in this cell compared to the nearly 100 pA suppression of the light response. duction cascade. Figure 2C plots the change in amplitude of the saturating light response against the change in dark current proNear Saturation in Darkness Rod bipolar cells sense glutamate through mGluR6 duced by APB for five similar experiments. On average, APB produced a change in dark current 50 times smaller (group III) metabotropic glutamate receptors, whose activity leads to a closure of nonselective cation channels than the saturating light response. Thus the dark current was near the limit set by maximal receptor activity. This (Nawy and Jahr, 1990; Shiells and Falk, 1990). The number of active (i.e., glutamate-bound) receptors and the high level of dark receptor activity will cause the rod bipolar current to be more sensitive to decreases in strength with which their activity is coupled to ion channel activity determine the dependence of the rod bipolar glutamate than increases. The insensitivity of the rod bipolar dark current to APB current on the glutamate concentration.
The Rod Bipolar Transduction Cascade Operates
Figures 2A-2C compare the current in darkness with could be produced by saturation of the postsynaptic receptors or saturation of the machinery coupling recepthe currents produced by minimal and maximal receptor activity. Minimal receptor activity was produced at the tor activity to channels. The first step in the bipolar transduction cascade is activation of a G protein. Figure 3D ), where APB increased the slope at low flash strengths. The Hill exponent (see the current remaining after the cell was dialyzed with GTP-␥-S. GTP-␥-S is a poorly hydrolyzed GTP analog Equation 1) increased from 1.5 in Ames' to 1.7 in the presence of APB. The effect of APB on the shape of the that will increase the active lifetime of the G protein at least 100-fold (Lamb and Matthews, 1988). Figure 2D stimulus-response relation was reversible and repeatable ( Figure 3D, inset) . shows the amplitudes of the saturating light response and the dark current as GTP-␥-S diffused into the cell. Figure 3E plots the Hill exponent in APB against that in Ames' for ten cells. In nine of ten cells APB produced The response to the saturating flash quickly decayed due to the additional G protein activity produced by a significant increase in the nonlinearity (p Ͻ 0.05). On average, the Hill exponent in APB was 1.16 Ϯ 0.03 times GTP-␥-S. Figure 2E shows light responses measured immediately after establishing the recording and after that in Ames' (mean Ϯ SEM, n ϭ 10). This represents a 70% increase in the extent of the nonlinearity as meathe light response had decayed. When GTP-␥-S was omitted from the pipette solution, light responses mainsured by the supralinear part of the Hill exponent-i.e., the component of the Hill exponent greater than 1. The tained half of their maximal amplitude for at least 2 min (data not shown, n ϭ 16). GTP-␥-S also decreased the ability of APB to increase the nonlinearity, rather than simply scaling the responses as expected for receptor inward current, apparent as a small shift in baseline in the superimposed responses in Figure 2E to the stimulus-response relation was 1.0, compared to 1.5 in Ames'. The change in Hill exponent was reversible However, if the nonlinearity is generated downstream of the receptors, APB should exacerbate it by increasing and repeatable ( Figure 4D , inset). LY341495 also decreased the inward current at the peak of the saturating receptor activity and hence saturation of the transduction cascade.
response; this could be produced by a decreased transduction gain due to maintained Ca 2ϩ influx (Shiells and Figure 3B shows a response family measured from a rod bipolar cell superfused in Ames'. Figure 3C shows Falk, 1999; Nawy, 2000) or an action of LY341495 as a partial agonist. Neither effect, however, alters interpretaa family from the same cell with APB added to the perfusate. As the aim of these experiments was to test tion of the decrease in Hill exponent in LY341495 as a relief of saturation in the rod bipolar transduction how a small change in receptor activity influenced the nonlinearity, we chose an APB concentration that procascade. Figure 4E plots the Hill exponent in LY341495 against duced a small but consistent decrease in the amplitude of the saturating light response, 3 pA in this cell (average that in Ames' for ten cells. LY341495 significantly re- darkness provided a second estimate of the single chanpeak. We estimated the mean and variance of the baseline fluctuations by fitting a Gaussian to the symmetric nel current. Figure 7A shows a section of current record in darkness. Figure 7B shows a section of record from region of the histogram (currents ϾϪ6 pA in this cell; smooth lines in Figure 7C ) and comparing the mean and the same cell after GTP-␥-S diffused into the dendrites and eliminated the light response. In addition to a small variance of the fits before and after GTP-␥-S. Assuming that the baseline fluctuations represent independent decrease in inward current (see also Figures 2D-2F 
